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Instagram logo branding guidelines

If you're looking to put together a coherent online presence that your audience loves, your Instagram branding must be a priority. Strengthening your Instagram brand helps guide your content creation strategy and helps you create a more beautiful Instagram feed. We will explore more about why branding
is so important when it comes to social media platforms like Instagram and how you can ensure your profile has a certain look and feel. The benefits of Instagram branding Haven't been fully sold on Instagram yet? Don't worry. Let's guide you through some of the main benefits of Instagram branding and
why you want to create a stunning and coherent online presence. Building trust If you create a professionally designed and curated Instagram feed that complies with your brand's voice and design guidelines, you'll gain more trust from your followers. If you put a careful thought into the content you share
and how its appearance and feel fits your website and other social media profiles, the audience can tell. They appreciate this consistency and the fact that they are able to identify their brand through their content. Create brand discovery If your Instagram branding is a point with your company's overall
brand, audiences will be able to recognize your content on multiple platforms. Using a consistent color and font plan for your branded graphics is one great way to help your audience immediately be able to tell if the post is coming from your business. We use Panera bread, for example. Their green and
brown color combination and sans serif brand font are instantly recognizable graphics like the one below. Create traffic While Instagram is infamous only allows users to send traffic to a single link to their bio, it doesn't mean you can't yet take advantage of it. You should regularly change where this link
takes your audience, whether it's a new blog post or landing page you want to promote. You can even create branded links using software like Bitly or Rebrandly. As a brand for your Instagram now, if you know why it can be such a powerful tool to use to be your Instagram presence, we dive into some
tips about strategy. How can you strengthen your Instagram brand? It's all about the look and feel of your feed, your brand's voice, content types and similar concepts that make a brand. The basics of Instagram profile branding There are many things you should consider when it comes to social media
branding – first, your logo and cover photo (if applicable) are the same across the board to help with immediate brand recognition. When it comes to your Instagram profile, it may seem like you don't have many profile elements to customize except for the content you upload to your feed and your stories.
However, there are some things you need to still brand, such as your profile photo, username, bio and your Instagram story highlights. Take a look at how beautifully Paddywax Candles sync your overall the visual identity of their story highlights in the example below. Pastel colors create a uniform look
and feel that corresponds to their logo. You can do something similar with brand colors, or use icons, graphic illustrations, and more. Create similar-looking content The best way to start an Instagram branding strategy is to view the content you're creating. Come up with the best strategy to ensure your
content has a similar look and feel across the board. There are a few different ways you can do this, but take, for example, the snippet StoriesEdit's Instagram feed first. Their feed uses a color blocking technique where they focus on one color for nine photos before moving to the next picture. Above you
can see part of your pink brand color block. Other ideas include: Use rainbow or ombré to watch your entire Instagram feed. Stick to one focus color for all content. Find the effect of editing a photo or filter it on all pictures. Create pattern graphics and photos throughout your feed. Assemble a grid with
overlapping elements in your photos. Find the type of content that makes the most sense for your brand, and start creating content around it to see if it succeeds with your audience. Pinpoint your brand's tone and voice What is your brand personality? How do you come off in your captions? Better yet,
how do you respond to your audience when they leave comments or send messages? One excellent example of the set brand voice that we need to talk about comes from Frank Body. Take a look at their 7th birthday Instagram post below. Frank Body is known for his first-person brand voice. The product
speaks for itself and has made quite a name for this unconventional strategy in the marketing and branding community. While your brand voice may not be quite this bold, you don't need to determine what level of humor, personality, slang and other qualities you can allow. Or perhaps your brand, a more
professional tone like friendly, helpful and educational connects best to your audience. Either way, be sure to put your brand's voice together on paper so that anyone who manages your brand's online presence knows how to handle it. Post frequently and consistently While you don't want to go overboard
and overwhelm your followers on Instagram feed new posts all day, you don't want to maintain consistency, so you regularly show up to your followers feeds and they continue to engage with your content. It's a good idea to post about once a day to your brand's Instagram account and you can easily use
a tool like Sprout Social to help you find optimal times to share your content. You can also supplement your feed content with Instagram Stories that match the brand's look and feel like you've created to help keep your brand to the top and further increase interest in your feed. Create Instagram branding
guidelines for your team The most important suggestion to ensure that Instagram remains a brand to have put together a social media style guide for your company and its marketing teams. This is where you can put your color schemes, font pairs and guidelines, brand voice, graphic recommendations
and so much more. Brand guidelines are important if you work with your team and still keep your online presence branded and unified. Start strengthening your Instagram branding today, ramp up your Instagram brand today by putting all these tips and tactics to use. It will then build an even larger
community, generating traffic and generating revenue through an Instagram ad. We use cookies to personalize content, customize and measure ads, and provide a more secure experience. By clicking on or navigating the site, you agree to allow us to collect information through our cookies on Facebook
and beyond. More information, including available controls: Cookie Policy Alyssa Mertes Social media is a big part of almost our entire life. We use it to stay in touch with our aunt, who lives all over the country, to sneak into a potential new love interest, and sometimes, to follow brands and businesses.
This is why it is important that companies remember the rules and know what they can and can't do with the different logos on their platforms. How can your company use social media logos? What are the rules? Complete this status update and be ready to print social media icons. Facebook Do Keep
enough space around the logo, so it is legible and unuttered Keep part of the logo on Facebook should have the same font and size as the surrounding text on your website to capitalize on Facebook, even if it is part of the web address Include call-to-action like Like Us, Follow Us, etc. Print logo alongside
other social media platforms Link directly to your Facebook page when using the logo online Be compatible with the rest of the content font and size Application permission for use in movie or broadcast trademark rights application form via Ask Facebook Terms and Policies Do not change the color , size,
or shape of the logo to confirm rights over Facebook brand either directly or indirectly allude to sponsorship or partnership with Facebook anything , you could be confused with Facebook Combine Facebook name your brand name Use Facebook as a verb Use the logo instead of the word Facebook Print
logo or name promotional products Make the logo the most prominent feature you create Use Like or Thumb icons Facebook Ads Use Thumb icon with other Facebook symbols Add logo filters, animation, effects, etc. Add logo pornography or illegal activity related assets Click here to learn more about
Facebook's rules Instagram Do Link directly to your Instagram page if you use the online Balance Instagram logo with your brand logo Make sure only 50% or less of your content is dedicated Be consistent with the font and size of the rest of the content If your app uses Instagram APIs, specify that your
app is for Instagram or Instagram Print with Facebook and its companies Capitalize Instagram, even if it's part of the Request permission to use in movie, tv, or any ad that's larger than 8.5 x 11 inches through permission requests, turn your Instagram terms of use don't change the color of the logo , size or
shape confirm rights over Instagram brand either directly or indirectly Make the logo the most prominent feature of what you create A trademark something you could be confused with Instagram Alluding to sponsorship or partnership instagram combine insta or gram your brand name Translate the word
Instagram into other languages Use a hashtag that includes Insta or a gram from any other social media platforms print logo or name advertising products Add filters animation , effects, etc. logo Add logo related to assets pornography or illegal activities Click here to learn more about Instagram Rules
Twitter Can Only show the logo Twitter blue or white Seo blue or white Twitter logo username and hashtag black hashtag scale be 100% height logo Use any typeface your hashtag Keep empty space around the logo at least 150% width logo Size logo 16 pixels wide or larger Maintain logo integrity form
Use white logo placing image Apply 10-20% black tone logo white If light background Try and keep the logo out of the container, but if necessary use a circle, square or square rounded corners print icon next to other social media icons of the same size Include this disclaimer as twitter brands : TWITTER,
TWEET, RETWEET and Twitter logo are trademarks of Twitter, Inc. or its affiliates. Please note that Twitter Terms of Use Do not change the color, size or shape of the logo Confirm rights over Twitter brand either directly or indirectly Make the logo the most prominent feature of what you create Brand
something you could be confused with Twitter Hinted sponsorship or partnership twitter surround logo with other birds or animals Refer to twitter logo like the bird Accessorize logo Put logo into call bubble Personify logo Use old versions logo Add Twitter signs or its name to your brand Print logo or name
promotional products Extra filters , animation, effects, etc. logo Include logo assets related to pornography or illegal activities Click here to learn more about Twitter Rules Snapchat Can only use the official Ghost logo yellow background or black or white Display Ghost logo side-by-side with other logos and
keep it as large as others Keep it in empty space around the logo 150% width logo Size logo 18 pixels wide or larger With your Snapcode on your website, printed materials and social media Always link usernames to the Ghost logo Add call-to-action like Add us to Snapchat, Snap us, etc. To present your
snaps of how they were created and add your username in the upper left corner and ghost icon in the right corner Use Snapcode product packaging capitalize snapchat, even if this part of the web address Be consistent with the font and size of the remaining content Application permission to use TV, film,



books or playing email marketing team branding@snapchat.com Pay attention to Snapchat's terms of use Do not change the color, size or shape of the logo Confirm the rights to the snapchat brand either directly or indirectly Make the logo the most prominent feature of what you create add something
related to Snapchat with your logo, domain name, trademarks, etc. Trademark something you could be confused with Snapchat Insinuation sponsorship or partnership with Snapchat Copy Snapchat look and feel surround logo with other characters Use the old version logo See any product other than the
Snapchat ghost logo Use Snapchat as a verb, plural, or separate it from two words Snap and Chat Use the Ghost logo instead of the word Snapchat Print logo or name promotional products Add filters, animation, effect, etc. logo Add logo related to assets of pornography or illegal activity Click here to
learn more about Snapchat Rules Pinterest Do Use only pinterest sign without the name Pinterest Always add a professional-to-action display of your Pinterest URL when displaying the sign Make sure that the logo is proportional to call-to-action text Print most updated version of the logo pinterest logo
should be smaller on scale than your logo using the Pinterest interface , make sure that the online and mobile version is represented correctly Add a clear link back to your profile, If you use a logo on a broadcast media, apply for permission to use TV, film or video at least 10 days in advance Pay in mind
Pinterest's Service Terms And Mark something you could be confused with Pinterest Add invitation action without your Pinterest URL displayed print logo or name advertising products Add filters, animation, impact, etc. logo Add logo for assets related to pornography or illegal activity Click here to learn
more about Pinterest Rules LinkedIn Do Use 0.25 in. Name LinkedIn and logo between Print I Minimum size screen should be 21 px Always contain registered trademark or trademark symbol Write linkedin as one word Use the IN logo to link your profile, company or group of words next to the IN logo
should be font and color Include invitation to activities such as Follow Us, Join our group, etc. Use LinkedIn screenshots for educational, educational or illustrative purposes Logo stands alone and has enough space for other graphics or text elements Use logo color for use online unless the color version is
not practical If LinkedIn asks you to stop using your logo, you must follow the terms of the logo no more than seven days after applying for permission to use the movie , TV, media, books or other printed materials by filling out this form pay mind LinkedIn's Service Do not change the logo's color , size or
shape Attempt to replicate linkedin logo Confirm the rights to linkedin brand either directly or indirectly Make the logo the most prominent feature of what you create Imply sponsorship or partnership linkedin Add LinkedIn name or logo to your brand Use the IN logo as word Change LinkedIn plural or
owning a brand of something that could confuse LinkedIn Use LinkedIn in the title blog post print logo or name promotional products Add filters , animation, impact, etc. logo Add logo with assets related to pornography, gambling or illegal activities Click here to learn more about LinkedIn Rules YouTube
Do Enable safe space, which is free imagery and text Use party logo width to determine how much space should surround the logo Print digital content with 24dp or newer logo; 0.125 in print. use in a movie, TV, media, books or other printed materials by filling in this form pay attention to youTube's terms
of service, do not change the color, size or image of the logo Confirm rights to the YouTube brand, either directly or indirectly, insinuate sponsorship or partnership with the YouTube brand that could be confused between YouTube and The Word YouTube. Products Add filters, animation, effects, etc. logo
Include logo related to assets related to pornography or illegal activities Click here to learn more about YouTube Rules Now let's get into all the fine details! Each platform has its own set of instructions on how to use your logos. Another important tip to remember about Facebook is to use the correct logo,
if appropriate. Use the blue box logo on white or light backgrounds. Use the logo of a white box with blue or dark colored backgrounds. Facebook has many different logos and If you're never sure how to use their icons, direct them to their team or read their official instructions. Like other social media
platforms, you don't have permission to use the Instagram logo on advertising mementos, such as carrier bags or pencils without getting approval through a written request. Make sure you are mindful of the safe, positive environment Instagram is trying to create. If in doubt, ask the official for an
explanation of what you can print or read their official guidelines. Aside from all the chart above, it's important to remember that Tweets were created by the Helvetica Neue Bold font, which is a common typeface for the brand and was even trending hashtag in the past. You use this font for the following:
Tweets Display Names Timestamps Username Fortunately, Twitter has made it super easy to stay in your format. You can download the media kit, with all the logos and brand resources that you can possibly need. If all else fails, you can check their official instructions more accurately. 1 2 a. Username:
Avenir Next Demi Bold (-10 Tracking) b. Titles/Titles: Avenir Next Medium (-30 Tracking) 3 Bitmoji Person or Company Personal Emoji, which can be sent to other users via sticker Chat and Snaps Collections Brands link to their products without users having to sweep the ad to make a purchase of the
Filter visual overlay that is added to Snap; many are customized according to location, holidays, etc. Geofilter Filters that appear in certain places such as neighborhoods, attractions, restaurants, etc. Lens Add real-time special effects and sounds to your Snaps Memories Personal collection of Snaps and
Stories recorded by user My Story Compilation Snaps posted over a 24-hour period; played in chronological order Our stories compilation Snaps taken by users at the event or at the site publisher stories collections Snaps publishers such as CNN, Buzzfeed, Mashable, etc., which are updated daily Shows
Original programming produced and shot by mobile Snap Picture or video taken from Snapchat; decorated with emojis, captions, filters, lenses and more Snapcode (n.) Unique, scannable codes that make adding new friends and opening content easier for Snapchat Sponsored Lens (n.) Companies
create their own special Lens to represent your brand, advertising events etc Do you have any other questions? Reach directly from the Snapchat team via email branding@snapchat.com. You can also download their official instructions for more information. Pinterest has a list of acceptable and
unacceptable call-to-actions for you to print: Acceptable Find us on Pinterest Follow us on Pinterest Find us Find us Find more ideas on Pinterest Get inspiration from Pinterest Popular Pinterest * only high impressions Unacceptable Trending on Pinterest Pins Trending Using pin as a verb You have the
freedom to play in these acceptable phrases, such as Visit Us on Pinterest, Get Inspired, etc. You also need to make sure that your THE URL is included. Do you have any more questions? Check out their official guidelines! For other questions, you can contact the LinkedIn team directly at
brandrequest@linkedin.com. Be sure to also check out your official guidelines! 1. Traditional red, white and black logo 2. All black logo 3. All white logo 4. The red Play icon You can use all these logos if they are legible and leave them unuttered with other pictures and text. If necessary, you can also use
the monochromic versions of the logo as a visual background background. This version is available in both all-black or all-white. Finally, you have the option to use your simple red Play icon. It should only be used if there is not enough space to print a logo called YouTube. You would have followed all the
same rules using this logo. It's always a good idea to be aware of YouTube's rules. Feel free to reach out directly and be sure to take a look at your official guidelines to learn more! Following branding guidelines is only part of the battle. You must also be sure that you are using the right logo colors. When
printing pictures, the RGB color model and hex codes are used. Both rely on a mixture of red, green and blue tones to make different shades. Below is a diagram of the RGB color model and hex code for each social media icon. Facebook Hex: #0e1f56 RGB: 14, 31, 91 Hex: #3b5998 RGB: 59, 89, 152
Hex: #6d84b4 RGB: 109, 132, 180 Hex: #d8dfea RGB: 216, 232, 234 Hex: #ffffff RGB: 255, 255, 255 Instagram Hex: #cd486b RGB: 205, 72, 107 Hex: #4c69d7 RGB: 76, 104, 215 Hex: #8a3ab9 RGB: 138, 58, 185 Hex: #bc2a8d RGB: 188, 42, 141 Hex: #e95950 RGB: 233, 89, 80 Hex: #fbad50 RGB: 251,
173, 80 Hex: #fccc63 RGB: 252, 204, 99 Hex: #ffffff RGB: 255, 255, 255 Twitter Hex: #1da1f2 RGB: 29, 161, 242 Hex: #14171a RGB: 20, 23, 26 hex: #657786 RGB: 101, 119, 134 Hex: #aab8c2 RGB: 101, 118, 134 Hex: #e1e8ed RGB: 225, 232, 237 Hex: #f5f8fa RGB: 245, 248, 250 Hex: #ffffff RGB: 255
, 255, 255 Snapchat Hex: #ffc00 RGB: 255, 252, 0 Hex: #000000 RGB: 0,0, 0 Hex: #ffffff RGB: 255, 255, 255 Pinterest Hex: #bd081c RGB: 189, 8, 28 Hex: #ffffff RGB: 255, 255, 255 LinkedIn Hex: #0077b5 RGB: 0, 119, 181x He: #00a0dc RGB: 0, 160, 220 Hex: #000000 RGB: 0.0 Hex: #ffffff RGB: 255,
255, 255 YouTube Hex: #FF0000 RGB: 255 0, 0 Hex: #000000 RGB: 0, 0, 0 Hex: #ffffff RGB: 255, 255, 255 Can you imagine that a more muted Instagram yellow in Snapchat's logo? What about Facebook Twitter's light blue? It is important to use the right colors when representing any social media brand
or you are in danger of changing the appearance of the logo. When it comes to printing social media icons, no matter which one of them, there are some important points to keep in mind. These rules work across all platforms and help ensure that you use logos correctly. Here are the most important rules
for printing social media icons: • You can't print icons on advertising products or use a media without permission. • Always print specified hex code or RGB numbers. • Make sure that the logo is readable when printed. • Do not change, animate or change the logo in any way. • If you have any questions,
please refer to the branding team assigned to each platform. Although each social media platform has individual rules, they remain the same throughout the whole life. The finer details of each social media platform are listed above! In this digital world, your business must be active on social media. Why?
To start, it helps you connect directly to the audience. Not only that, but many people are accessing these platforms on their phones and using them to find deals on new products. Make sure your presence on social media is everywhere known, from your website to your ad. 2.34 billion people worldwide
are on social media. 71% of consumers with a good social media experience with the brand are likely to recommend them to others. 96% of small businesses use social media to advertise. When it comes to social media logos, it's important to follow the rules. Remember that you can't print these icons for
your ad giveaways. You must also apply for permission to use them in books, TV, film or other media. If you're never sure, reach teams directly for more information! Alyssa is the lead copywriter at Quality Logo Products. As a promo expert, he has uncovered the world's first custom tote bag, interviewed
the man behind the rock band's ACDC logo, and had a piece published by the Advertising Specialty Institute, a leader in the advertising industry. Color watches. (2018). Facebook Blue. Schwarz, D. (2017, 28 June). Fonts and colors used by Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and other uses. Retrieved
6.11.2018, Locke, J. (2018, August 16). Social Media Colors 2018. Retrieved November 6, 2018, Georgiou, N. (2016, May 24). Instagram New Logo (2016) Color Palette. 6, 2018 Hainla, L. (2018, July 5). 21 Social Media Marketing Statistics You Need to Know About in 2018. Retrieved 7.11.2018, LYFE
Marketing. (2018, 5 March). 30 Social Media Statistics That Will Change How You Think About Social Media. Searched
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